
A FATHER LIKE NO OTHER 

 

Growing up he always stood tall  

bringing in the bread 

feeding his family  

when there was no bread at all.  

Somehow he found a way.  

A survivor in more ways than  

one. 

Then he’s alone - an orphan - 

afraid of the horror and hunger. 

Most his family is gone. 

Somehow he found his way to  

Dr. Korczak’s -  

A man who lives on in all the  

hearts who know -  

the suffering. 

But then Dr. Korczak is gone - 

and all the children too.  

Somehow my father was not  

there. 

when the Germans came -  

a miracle --- 

Alone again ---afraid - hungry -  

a child. 

Alone in Aushwitz --- 

hungry - hurting - scared - 

a child alone in Aushwitz 

a hell incomprehensible. 

Somehow my dad survived -  

Somehow he lived to tell the  

truths -  

When I was a little girl -  

I remember all these truths 

going to sleep -  

And remembered my father’s  

family in my dreams -  



only to be awakened by cold  

sweats - by my father’s  

memories. 

My father did not mean to scare 

me. 

Being scared was a small price 

to pay - 

to carry on the truths to this  

day. 

My dad - a father like no other 

- proud - brave, 

a successful entrepreneur -  

loved by all who know him - 

carries the world on his  

shoulders - linked with our  

Cosmic world – a survivor - 

my day – not afraid of anything 

- has looked death in the eye - 

and lived to tell the truth. And  

the truths what we are, solid, 

down to earth people - with a  

core that goes deeper than  

most know - my father - a 

major contributor to our world -  

teaching us how to be human - 

how to stand tall. 

Everyone who meets Erwin Baum  

knows he is a man like no  

other and this man is  

MY DEAR FATHER 

 

Mona 
 


